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Abstract

In the German SmartWeb project, the user is interacting with
the web via a PDA in order to get information on, for example,
points of interest. To overcome the tedious use of devices such
as push-to-talk, but still to be able to tell whether the user is
addressing the system or talking to herself or to a third person,
we developed a module that monitors speech and video in par-
allel. Our database (3.2 hours of speech, 2086 turns) has been
recorded in a real-life setting, indoors as well as outdoors, with
unfavourable acoustic and light conditions. With acoustic fea-
tures, we classify up to 4 different types of addressing (talking
to the system: On-Talk, reading from the display: Read Off-
Talk, paraphrasing information presented on the screen: Para-
phrasing Off-Talk, talking to a third person or to oneself: Spon-
taneous Off-Talk). With a camera integrated in the PDA, we
record the user’s face and decide whether she is looking onto
the PDA or somewhere else. We use three different types of turn
features based on classification scores of frame-based face de-
tection and word-based analysis: 13 acoustic-prosodic features,
18 linguistic features, and 9 video features. The classification
rate for acoustics only is up to 62 % for the four-class problem,
and up to 77 % for the most important two-class problem ”user
is focussing on interaction with the system or not”. For video
only, it is 45 % and 71 %, respectively. By combining the two
modalities, and using linguistic information in addition, classi-
fication performance for the two-class problem so far rises up
to 85 %.
Index Terms: Multi-modal Human Machine Interaction, Off-
Talk, audio, video

1. Introduction
In interactions with a communication partner — this can be an-
other human or a machine — humans are not always focus-
ing on this interaction itself. They can be distracted by other
thoughts or by other people being present and interrupting. For
a felicitous communication, it is pivotal that the communica-
tion partner can tell apart whether the partner focuses on the
interaction itself or not. Depending on the modality, there are
different identifiers for a (possible) missing focus of attention:
looking away, speaking aside to a third person, private speech,
i.e. speaking to one self, etc.

Gaze direction and/or head orientation in dyadic or multi-
party conversation, esp. as indicators of attention and addressee,
are dealt with in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]; further references are given
in [7]. The fusion of gaze direction and/or head orientation

with sound/speech is addressed in [1, 3, 5]. For the multi-
party, human-human scenario of [1], a thorough analysis of
gaze direction has been conducted. However, as it makes no
prosodic differences whether the one or the other person is ad-
dressed, there is no detailed analysis of the audio-channel. In
[3] additionally human-machine interaction occurs. Main dif-
ferences observed in the audio channel are commands vs. con-
versation. The scenario in [5] is similar to the triadic scenario
in SmartWeb. Here, from the audio channel the length of the
speech segment is computed and combined with facial informa-
tion.

A generic description of private speech is given in [8]; as for
multi-modal human-computer interaction, cf. [9]. Off-Talk, i.e.
speaking aside as a general phenomenon encompassing private
speech, vs. On-Talk, i.e. addressing the communication part-
ner, is dealt with in [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Off-Talk as a special
dialogue act has not yet been the object of much investigation
[15, 16] most likely because it could not be observed in human–
human communication. (In a normal human–human dialogue
setting, Off-Talk might really be rather self–contradictory, be-
cause of the ‘Impossibility of Not Communicating’ [17]. We
can, however, easily imagine the use of Off-Talk if someone is
speaking in a low voice not to but about a third person present
who is very hard of hearing.)

We will use the terms Off-Talk for speaking aside
(with the sub-classes Read/Paraphrasing/Spontaneous Off-
Talk: ROT/POT/SOT) and Off-View for looking aside. Both
phenomena are normally - but not always - signs for a missing
focus of attention, i.e. for Off-Focus. If the focus of attention
is the communication partner, i.e. On-Focus, we can normally
observe On-Talk (the communication partner is addressed) and
On-View (the communication partner is looked at). Note that
Off-View is neither a sufficient nor necessary formal condition
for Off-Focus: we can listen to our partner while looking away.
Depending on the culture, this is sometimes necessary because
extended eye contact can be considered as aggressive.

We report on a database collected within the German
SmartWeb project [18]. The subjects had to communicate with
a multi-modal dialogue system providing access to the web via a
smart-phone. With a specific Situational Prompting Technique,
we could avoid the sparse data problem and could elicit enough
instances of missing focus of attention. Experimental results
concerning the automatic classification of focus of attention us-
ing multiple, multi-modal knowledge sources (audio and video)
will be given.



2. The SmartWeb Corpus
2.1. Experimental setup

The SmartWeb Video Corpus was build to gain visual infor-
mation on the user’s head and face during a simulated dialogue.
The purpose of this corpus was to enable a module of SmartWeb
to detect focus of attention with a video camera embedded into
the mobile platform. Two audio tracks and one video track were
recorded per session. Recording locations were selected among
real life situations with acoustic and visual noise of varying de-
gree. Also the tracks were recorded with resolutions and sample
rates that could be expected from a scenario like a question and
answering system using mobile networks.

The video track without embedded audio was recorded with
a small fixed focus camera of a Nokia 6680 cell phone, which
was carried by our subjects. The user could monitor the view
of the camera over the display. Hence the majority of video
tracks showed the head of the user roughly centered. Video was
coded with H.263 directly on the cell phone. One audio track
was received by the microphone of a headset and transmitted
over a Bluetooth connection to the cell phone and afterwards via
Wide-band Code Division Multiple Access WCDMA (UMTS)
to a voice processing server located at the Bavarian Archive for
Speech Signals, Munich (BAS). Due to the transmission tech-
nique this signal was recorded with 8 bits resolution and a sam-
ple rate of 8000 s/s with A-law coding following the protocol
specification ITU-T G.711. (The other audio signal — not used
in the experiments reported on in this paper — was received by
a simple collar mounted microphone with 44100 s/s and 16 bit
Pulse-Code-Modulation (PCM) coding.)

During the whole session the cell phone was connected to
the voice processing server. The server is capable of recording
speech, detecting end of speech by means of silence, and emit-
ting arbitrary audio files. The sequence of recordings and acous-
tic prompts was determined by some XML-files which were in
turn generated randomly for each session from a database. The
prompts had been pre-recorded with a synthesized voice.

2.2. Data Collection

The data collection design aims at collecting multi-modal data
in mobile, realistic environments for the automatic detection of
the On-Focus/Off-Focus phenomenon. For this purpose the Sit-
uational Prompting technique (SitPro) ([19], [20]) was used as
elicitation method1. This method integrates script methods with
interview techniques and speaker prompting ([21], [22]) into
so called standard prompts, individualised prompts, and script
prompts. In a standard prompt, the human subject is told a char-
acteristic topic of a subject area like soccer (team, group), nav-
igation (public transport, pedestrians), community (restaurant),
or information (tourist information, points of interest) to which
she/he is supposed to pose a query. An individualised prompt
is a prompt for which the subject provides his/her own topic. A
script prompt simulates a three-turn conversation as frequently
found in dialogues between human and machine. For this pur-
pose an instructor with a female voice and an operator with a
male voice representing the Automated Prompting System was
simulated. A system prompt (the instructor) followed by a vari-
able silence interval, a recording of the subject’s utterance (the
caller), and a possible system answer (the operator) are com-
bined in a prompt unit. Six prompt units are bundled into an

1Compared to Wizard-of-Oz experiments, the subject knows that the
system is simulated, and system reactions are predetermined.

action unit as thematic episode. To gather a lot of Off-Talk ut-
terances and motions of the subject’s head, SitPro was used in a
scenario with two subjects — the caller and the companion —
and the Automated Prompting System APS on a mobile device
(cf. Figure 1).

instructor →
caller

You would like to know how long pub-
lic transportation is available at night
time.

caller →
operator

How long is the underground running
during the night?

instructor →
caller

SmartWeb is going to display the an-
swer. You can find the answer on card
number eight. Please read it out aloud.

caller THE REGULAR LINES ARE RUNNING

UNTIL 2 A.M. AFTERWARDS THERE

ARE NIGHT-LINES.

Table 1: Examples of read Off-Talk ROT (small capitalised)

The recording took place in various indoor and outdoor lo-
cations, for example in an office, a coffee bar or a park. As
recording equipment, a hand-held unit with a built-in camera
for video data recording was used. Two human subjects partic-
ipated in each experiment. The speech and video data of the
caller were recorded. His/her task was to interact with the Au-
tomated Prompting System in order to request information from
the system on topics of interest, to read off information of the
simulated display, to relay information to the second subject,
the companion, and to answer the interposed companion’s ques-
tions. The instructor of the Automated Prompting System gives
directions about the task, the situation and the topics, and the
operator ’answers’ the asked questions or gives feedback sim-
ilar to the targeted SmartWeb system. Prior to the experiment,
the companion receives a note with nine listed possibilities to
distract the caller from the call task. For instance Ask your part-
ner to get informations about a nearby sightseeing, Tell your
partner to hurry up or Ask your partner something concerning
his most recent question. Of course the companion may also
invent her own interposing questions on the spot. Thus, a con-
trolled triadic communication scenario was established in which
the companion can only observe the caller but not the system’s
speech and display output.

To elicit Spontaneous Off-Talk (SOT), the companion had
to disturb the interaction between the caller and the system
with interposed questions. In order to get Paraphrasing Off-
Talk (POT), the caller had the task to report to the companion
what information he/she had found by interacting with the sys-
tem. Under these two conditions, changing from On-View to
Off-View was provoked because the caller had to move his/her
head in the direction of the companion to react on his/her inter-
ruptions. Read Off-Talk (ROT) occurs when the caller reads a
displayed text aloud. Off-Talk utterances which do not fit into
these three categories, for instance thinking aloud, were labelled
as Other Off-Talk (OOT). After a ten minute recording, the par-
ticipants of the experiment changed their respective roles.

Examples of conversational snippets and their correspond-
ing Off-Talk categories are given in tables 1, 2, and 3; note that
all examples in the tables were translated from German into En-
glish.



instructor →
caller

Now please ask the system how many
times Bayern-München has already
beaten the Hamburger SV.

caller →
operator

How many times has Bayern-München
already beaten the HSV?

operator →
caller

Up to now Bayern-München has beaten
the Hamburger SV 49 times.

caller →
companion

BAYERN-MÜNCHEN HAS ALREADY

BEATEN THE HSV FOUR TIMES.

Table 2: Examples of Paraphrasing Off-Talk POT (small capi-
talised)

Figure 1: triadic communication situation

3. Annotation

Each word in the corpus has been manually annotated. The dis-
tribution of the labels is shown in Table 4. For all classification
experiments Other Off-Talk was mapped onto Spontaneous Off-
Talk (SOT). In Sect. 6, the fusion of the two modalities video
and audio is investigated on the utterance or dialogue turn level
(on average 10.8 words per utterance). Thus for each of the
2068 utterances, labels are calculated from the word level by a
majority voting described in [23].

The manual annotation of the video recordings includes
frame based labeling (7.5 frames per sec.) of the three classes
On-View (79 %), between On-/Off-View (5 %), Off-View (14 %),
and No Face (2 %) as well as the segmentation of faces with
a surrounding rectangle2 to train the face detector described in
4.3. On-View is defined as a face looking directly into the cam-
era. Both eyes and the nose are in the image but can be partially
occluded, for instance with a hand. Due to the coarse resolution
of the images, gaze direction is not taken into account but only
head orientation.

2automatic segmentation with the face detector of the OpenCV li-
brary plus manual segmentation of the On-View frames where the de-
tector failed.

companion →
caller

Do we actually have a ticket for the un-
derground?

caller →
companion

YES, I BOUGHT A TICKET.

companion →
caller

Great. that’s good to know.

Table 3: Examples of Spontaneous Off-Talk SOT (small capi-
talised)

Table 4: Portion of labels for On-Talk (Not Off-Talk NOT), Read
(ROT), Paraphrasing (POT), and Spontaneous Off-Talk (SOT)

% NOT % ROT % POT % SOT
word 47.2 12.2 17.3 23.3
utterance 49.6 13.3 11.1 26.0

4. Three Feature Types
From the audio signal, prosodic information is extracted to clas-
sify the focus of attention. Part-of-speech (POS) labels are used
additionally as linguistic information source. The video channel
gives information on the user’s gaze direction.

4.1. Prosodic Features

For spontaneous speech it is still an open question which
prosodic features are relevant for the different classification
problems, and how the different features are interrelated. We
tried therefore to be as exhaustive as possible and used a redun-
dant feature set leaving it to the statistic classifier to find out the
relevant features and to do the optimal weighting of them. 100
relevant prosodic features modeling duration, energy, F0, jitter,
shimmer, and the rate-of-speech were extracted word based but
from different context windows. The context was chosen from
two words before, and two words after, around a word; by that,
we used a sort of ”prosodic five-gram”. For the computation of
our features, we assumed 100 % correct word recognition and
used forced alignment of the spoken word chain. Details on the
prosodic features are given in [24]; this is a short account:

• length of filled/unfilled pauses before and after the word
• for energy, duration, and F0: a reference feature based

on average values for all words in a turn
• for energy: maximum, mean, absolute value, normalized

value, and regression coefficient with mean square error
• for duration: absolute and normalized
• for F0: minimum, maximum, mean, and regression coef-

ficient with mean square error; relative position of onset,
offset, minimum, maximum, mean on the time axis

• for jitter and shimmer: mean and variance
• a global rate-of-speech feature

In [14] it has been shown that duration features are highly
important to discriminate On-Talk (i.e. Not Off-Talk NOT) vs.
Read Off-Talk ROT. Duration is also described with features
measuring the position of e.g. the maximum or minimum F0.
Further, energy is important (higher for NOT). The other Off-
Talk categories differ from NOT in lower energy, longer pauses,
and a smaller range of F0. Additionally jitter and shimmer are
important.

4.2. POS Features

Part-of-speech features are extracted to model linguistic char-
acteristics of the spoken utterance. Again, a 100 % perfect
speech recognizer is assumed. First, a POS flag is assigned to
each word in the lexicon, cf. [25]. Six cover classes are used:
AUX (auxiliaries), PAJ (particles, articles, and interjections),
VERB (verbs), APN (adjectives and participles, not inflected),
API (adjectives and participles, inflected), and NOUN (nouns,
proper nouns). Then, each word of the utterance is described by
6 × 5 = 30 binary POS features, because a context of +/- two
words is taken into account.
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Figure 2: The 7 best features of the SmartWeb face detector.
Top left: different shapes of Haar-Wavelets.

In Tab. 5 each On-/Off-Talk category is described by the
distribution of POS categories. More content words and less
function words are observed for ROT; the same trend can be
observed for POT. Most function words are observed for SOT.
The explanation is straightforward: the caller only reads words,
that are presented on the display (and reports them to the com-
panion). The words on the display are mostly content words:
names of restaurants, cities, etc. Similar observations have also
been made with another corpus [12]; features based on POS
information are transferable to other domains which is not the
case for bag-of-word features or keywords (”SmartWeb, show
me ...”).

Table 5: Word based evaluation of POS classes: percent occur-
rences for NOT, ROT, POT, and SOT

NOUN API APN VERB AUX PAJ
NOT 21.2 5.4 4.2 7.1 9.1 52.9
ROT 29.6 5.7 15.7 7.2 7.3 34.5
POT 27.3 4.0 10.5 5.2 9.8 43.2
SOT 8.2 1.3 6.2 10.5 10.7 63.1
total 20.3 4.3 7.2 7.6 9.4 51.4

4.3. Face Detection

For the classification of On-View/Off-View, it is sufficient in our
task to discriminate frontal faces from the rest. Thus, we em-
ployed a very fast and robust algorithm described in [26]. The
face detection works for single images; no use of context infor-
mation is implemented. The algorithm is based on simple Haar-
like wavelets; all wavelets (up to scaling and translation) are
shown in Fig. 2, top left. For each wavelet-feature, the light area
is subtracted from the dark area (the dashed rectangle from the
solid rectangle). From many possible features, wavelets con-
taining complementary information are selected with the Ad-
aBoost algorithm; a hierarchical classifier speeds up the classi-
fication. In this paper we use 176 × 144 grey-scale images, 7.5
per second; faces are searched in different sub-images, greater
than half the image, and scaled to 24 × 24.

A classifier was trained using 9500 positive and 7500 nega-
tive samples from 60 speakers (additionally 485 faces plus 425
images containing landscape have been downloaded from the
internet) using the OpenCV library3. The resulting face detec-
tor is based on 452 Haar-features; the best 7 are shown in Fig. 2
with random images (24 × 24) of the SmartWeb corpus in the
background. Comparing the OpenCV default classifier based

3http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary/
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Figure 3: Utterance classification with meta-features

on 2913 features with our classifier trained on the SmartWeb
data, the following results (discussed in [23]) are obtained: Our
classifier detects only 80% of the faces of a control set with 375
German members of parliament, whereas the OpenCV classi-
fier detects 99 %. However, the class-wise averaged recognition
rate on the SmartWeb test set rises with the SmartWeb classifier
from 81 to 88 %.

5. Fusion

.

For the multi-modal fusion, the classification of On/Off-
View has to be combined with the classification of On-/Off-
Talk. The target is an utterance based machine score for the
four classes NOT (Not-Off-Talk, i.e. On-Talk), ROT (Read Off-
Talk), POT (Paraphrasing Off-Talk), and SOT (Spontaneous
Off-Talk), which have been manually annotated (Tab. 4). In
the case of multi-modal classification, we refer to NOT as On-
Focus; Off-Focus is subdivided in ROT, POT and SOT. In pre-
liminary experiments described in [13, 14], we obtained good
results for the classification of On/Off-Talk applying a word
based prosodic analysis; for On-/Off-View, however, an image
based classification makes more sense than e.g. analyzing an
image averaged over all frames of a word, and is additionally
quite efficient using the Viola-Jones algorithm. Further, we do
not want to use a set of thresholds or rules to combine both
modalities but want a classifier (”combiner”) to learn those de-
cisions from the training data. Consequently, it makes sense to
feed the ”combiner” with as much information as possible and
to join the two steps mapping onto the utterance level and fu-
sion in a single classification step based on ”meta-features” as
illustrated in Fig. 3.

Using the word-based On-/Off-Talk recognition, 13
utterance-based meta-features are calculated: the number of
words and the four word scores for NOT, ROT, POT, and SOT
averaged over the whole turn. Further, the variation of each
score is described with its maximum and minimum.

Similar utterance features are also calculated from the
word-based POS classification. Here, additionally the per-
centage of each of 3 POS super sets — content words
NOUN/API/APN, verbs VERB/AUX, function words PAJ, cf.
Tab. 5 — is calculated per utterance. Together with the average,
minimum and maximum linguistic word length (# graphemes)
18 linguistic meta-features are obtained.

From the frame based classification of On-/Off-View, nine



further utterance-based meta-features are calculated4: the num-
ber of frames, the proportion of On-View frames and this pro-
portion separately for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th quartile of the
utterance, in order to cope with situations, where the user e.g.
does not look onto the display in the beginning or end of an ut-
terance. Three further features are obtained by applying a mor-
phological operation on the On-View contour: The frame based
results are smoothed using three different time windows; this is
important if, e.g., strong back light is the reason that a face is
recognized only in every ith frame.

The utterance classification using an LDA-classifier as
”combiner” is performed with combinations of 13, 18, or 9
meta-features (prosodic, linguistic, video).

6. Experimental Results
For the experiments, the data was divided into a training set and
a test set. They comprise 58 vs. 37 speakers5, 1130 vs. 748
utterances, and 13800 vs. 8400 words. All results are described
with the class-wise averaged recognition rate (CL) which is the
mean of all recalls. The recall of a class is the percentage of
correctly classified elements given this class.

Table 6: Confusion matrices using prosodic features (left) and
face detection (right); % classified correctly

NOT ROT POT SOT NOT ROT POT SOT
NOT 64.8 6.4 11.3 17.5 69.7 8.0 8.2 14.1
ROT 17.1 62.2 8.1 12.6 55.0 12.6 18.9 13.5
POT 18.4 10.3 51.7 19.5 12.6 4.6 67.8 15.0
SOT 8.7 4.3 16.1 70.8 18.6 8.7 42.3 30.4

The confusion matrices of the LDA-classifier resulting from
separate evaluations of each modality are show in Tab. 6, left,
for prosodic features, in Tab. 6, right, for features based on face
detection, and in Tab. 7, left, using POS information. Obvi-
ously, it is difficult to detect POT using the audio channel or
just the word chain; using the video-channel, a recall of 67.8 %
is obtained for POT which correlates with Off-View. However,
using solely video (Tab. 6, right) shows that the detection of
ROT nearly always fails, and also the results for SOT are only
little better than chance: it cannot be classified without using
prosodic or linguistic information.

Table 7: Confusion matrix using POS features (left) and a com-
bination of 3 feature types (right): prosody (speaker normal-
ized), POS, and video; % classified correctly

NOT ROT POT SOT NOT ROT POT SOT
NOT 62.5 3.6 13.6 20.3 79.7 4.1 3.6 12.6
ROT 3.6 67.6 18.0 10.8 9.9 73.0 9.0 8.1
POT 23.0 8.0 50.6 18.4 9.2 8.0 64.4 18.4
SOT 21.2 2.5 13.0 63.3 8.7 3.7 15.5 72.1

In Tab. 8 classification rates are given for each feature
type/modality and different combinations for the 2-class prob-
lem (On-Focus vs. Off-Focus) and for the 4-class problem
(NOT, ROT, POT, SOT). ”Pros. norm.” indicates speaker nor-
malized prosodic features (zero mean and variance 1). This

4slightly different values in comparison to [23] due to small changes
of the alignment

54 of the 99 speakers were not used due to technical problems

optimistic case — knowing all the speaker’s utterances in ad-
vance — shows how much improvement can be achieved using
speaker adaptation. This way, in the 2-class case the classifica-
tion with prosodic features rises from 68.6 to 76.6 % CL. With
linguistic information (no adaptation required), 76.0 % CL are
achieved, and with video information 70.5 %. Combining any
two modalities, the classification rate rises up to 80.8 %. Using
all 3 modalities, 84.5 % CL are obtained. 4 classes are discrimi-
nated with 72.3 %, no matter if speaker normalization is applied
or not. The confusion matrix of the best constellation for the 4-
class problem (”Pros. norm.”, second last line in Tab. 8) is
shown in Tab. 7, right. There is still high confusion between
POT and SOT.

Table 8: Classification of On-Focus vs. Off-Focus and On-Focus
vs. ROT vs. POT vs. SOT using prosodic features, speaker
normalized prosodic features, POS features, and face detection

Pros. Pros. POS Video CL in % CL in %
norm. 2-class case 4-class case

• 68.6 55.3
• 76.6 62.4

• 76.0 61.0
• 70.5 45.1

• • 80.8 68.4
• • 79.7 66.8

• • 78.9 68.2
• • • 84.5 72.3

• • • 83.8 72.3

7. Concluding Remarks
The phenomena that we addressed in this paper can be sup-
pressed in dyadic human-machine interaction if some pre-
cautions are taken; for instance, a push-to-talk button and a
strict system initiative can reduce Off-Talk and Off-View to a
considerable extent: the dyadic setting in the SmartKom sce-
nario (even without devices such as push-to-talk) yielded only
some 6% Off-Talk words [12, 14]; this in turn constitutes the
well-known sparse-data problem in real-life settings. However,
especially in the more natural triadic and multi-party interaction
settings, this is not possible or would result in a rather artifi-
cial interaction. We could successfully overcome this problem
with the SitPro technique which resulted in more than 50% Off-
Focus.

The transition of controlled, acted data with ‘clean’ record-
ing settings onto more realistic scenarios ‘in the open air’ —
this can be taken literally in the case of our SmartWeb data —
results in unfavorable recording conditions: acoustic noise in
the case of speech, and ‘video noise’ such as back-light, re-
duced brightness aso. This in turn prevents the use of sensi-
tive techniques such as gaze tracking. Instead, we employed a
rather simple and robust face detection algorithm. For speech,
we so far used the spoken word chain; note, however, that our
prosodic features are rather robust if used with output of speech
recognition such as word hypothesis graphs. The same holds
for POS features. Even if the video and audio cues do not al-
ways ‘point towards the same direction’ — ROT can trivially
not be recognized with video information because the user has
to face the system while reading, and POT is poorly recognized
by using only audio information — a fusion of both channels



and all three feature types yielded markedly better results than
a uni-modal modelling.
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